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public grant to the extension movement from th6 English County 
councils. In 1963, all countries in Western Europe had Advisory 
services. It was after the Second World War that greater emphasis was 
placed on the educational aspects o1 the advisory work by European 
governments (Sanders, 1966). 

In the United States of America, the Cooperative Extension was 
formally established through the passage of the Smith-Lever Act in 
191 4, and amended in 1962, providing that land be allocated to each 
state to establish a college of agriculture which would also teach Home 
Economics and Mechanical Arts. Such colleges were to work in 
cooperation with the officials of the United States Department of 
Agriculture in each State. The Federal appropriations were to be spent 
by the college according to the State Legislation's directives. The 
primary responsibility of the extension service was to aid in diffusing 
useful and practical information on subjects relating to agriculture and 
Home Economics and to encourage the application of the same among 
the people of the United States. This educational orientation of the 
exte !rvice later influenced its iurope, Africa, 
Asia ny other pans of the worl 
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The rromem, Objective and Hypothesis 
Agricultural development in Nigeria has been faced with many 

problems which had retarded its progress. These exist in all aspects of 
life of the farmer. They can be conveniently grouped into three main 
cate namely, the farmer-related problems, the farm related 
prot d the community-related problems. 

. ..- Farmer-related problems are those with which the farmers 
are charactel d which make the 3 to produce maximally. 
Most Nigeria .s are about fifty : age. In Imo State, the 
mean age of is 46.6 years; in tte, it is 49.4 years; in 
Ogun State, I Ondo State, 58 years; in Kwara State, 
45.1 years. . 

Most have no formal education. In Ogun State, 
79% of the fcrr~rlers are 11111erate; the mean period of schooling is three 
months. Most (92%) are male, polygamous with a mean .of two wives 
out of which one assists in farm work. They have a mean of seven 
children with little or no farm assistance. They have many years of 
community residence and high degrees of identification with their 
communities. Modern economic facilities are limited among farmers. 
Hence they popularly use kerosine lamps, bicycles, and locally made 
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wooden begs. Expensive items like television and motor vehicles are 
few. Majority cannot read.in Yoruba, English or Arabic. Similarly, 91 % 
cannot write each of these languages. Only 13 percent had ever 
attended adult literacy classes. 

Many farm-related problems also inhibit food production. In 
Ogun State, size of farm cultivated with food crops is small, as the 
mean is 1.92 ha. whib that of tree crops is 3.43 ha. Farms are 
frequently far from the farmers' homes. The mean nearett distance is 
4.75 km, while the mean farthest distance is 10.58 km. Pressure on 
land is great, as fallow period IS about two years. Contact with 
agricultural extension agents is minimal, as 84% had never met with 
the1 ieir farm problems. Ma1 
con lrmers dissipate energy in 
ano 

Community-related problems are largely rnstltutlonal. ulsease 
and pest infestation of farms have led to uneconomic yield. High 
yielding and disease resistant varieties of crops and breeds of livestock 
which are adaptable to the farm cond~tions are few. This is because of 
the inadequate research motivation a cing in the country. The 
few materials released lack adequate i ~ a l  support through virile 
credit and extension systems. CO~~IIIU~IIL~ structures such as the 
mutual aid groups which facilitate production are 
dismantled without introducing effective substitutes. 

Rigidity of community boundaries and absentee 
make access to rural land uneasy by prospective users I wilting 
to invest on the land. The Land Use Act (1978) helped 
significantly in solving these problems. The problems c ingly or 
in combination to inhibit food production in the country. 

The above problems are not limited to Ogun State. They have 
heen found in Oyo and Ondo States by Jibowo and Adepetu (19851. 
Many of them are common problems in other states of Nigeria. 

Before the problems can be significantly removed and hence 
pave the way for increased food production, research and extension of 
research findings to farmer's must be actively pursued. The main 
objective of this lecture therefore is to dl cultural 
extension can act as an instrument for proc al food 
surplus. It is hypothesized that andragogical tr iculture 
is a pre-condition for rapid production of national food surplus. 

The Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Sociology 
has been involved in training of prospective agricultural extension 
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workers, and conducting research into various areas of extension since 
1965; extension work with selected farmers in the lS0ya Group of 
Villages since 1972. and Ede Nonh group of villages since 1984. 

Since this speaker joined the department, it has been possible 
to contribute to the above assignments on a continuous basis. The next 
part of this lecture is devoted to how these have been done with 
specific focus on research. 

ANDRAGOGICAL TRANSMISSION IN FOOD PRODUCTION 
To be effective in transmitting improved farm practices to 

farmers, agricultural extension adopts the educat nal approach of 
teaching farmers these practices, rather than carrying out the practices 
for them, so that when the extension workers leave the farm situation, 
the farmers can continue to carry out the practices. To facilitate this 
approach, extension performs other functions including planning of 
extension programmes to systematise operations and facilitate 
accomplishments; organizing and administering the programmes to 
facilitate delineation of functions, coordination, communication and 
budgeting; motivating farmers and staff to encourage job commitment 
and organizational commitment, assembling human and material 
resources; supervising extension workers; and developing local leaders 
to assist in teaching other farmers. Other functions include linking of 
research and farming communities; cooperating with other agencies 
which are connected with providing services in the other areas of.the 
farmer's life such as family health, education, housing and nutrition. 

Extension also encourages programme actions through effective 
discharge of the functions mentioned above, and timely follow-up of 
teaching to correct operational errors. Extension reports its process, 
accomplishments and problems to its officials and the public to facilitate 
wholesome public relations and support. The extension process for 
understanding the mode of producing national food surplus 
explained through an analytical framework. 
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The Analvtic ~ !work 
~ r k  separates the extension process into three 

pha (1 )  the planning phase; (2) the implementation 
~haaa. a l lu  \ J I  rlla evaluation phase of extension programmes. These 
pha be represented in form of a pie diagram shown as figure 1. 

Figure 1 : Pie Diagram depicting Major Phases in the Extension Process 
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Fol ummation of the process, each phase is 
separated th a broken line. This is because each phase 
flows gentry IIIW LI to influence its content, colour, flavour and 
cc ~ t l y  its degree of efficacy. If .one phase is not properly 
ht ~eflects negativdy on the states of the other phase and the 
er jramme. 

r~anning is the design stage of the extension programme. It is 
the phase of scheduling in advance what is to be done in extension. 
The question may be asked, "is it necessary to plan extension 
programmes?". Simple as the answer might seem, that it is necessary 
to do so, the axiom that, "nobody plans to fail, but we often fail to 
plan", is true of many agricultural extension situations in Nigeria. 
However, ~lanning of extension programmes can be justified on the 
fc (1 ) to maximize the use of resources such as time, 
f~ human efforts committed to extension programmes; 

(2 e misperception and facilitate appreciation of the 
relationships among various individuals, groups and agencies connected 
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with extension programmes; (3) to facilitate smooth implementation of 
t amme by identifying the sequential steps to  be followed; (4) 
t IS a motivational instrument for the extension workers through 
i appreciation of what is to be done, and also the farmers, who 
611 saslrty that their welfare is being taken care of through systematic 
planning, are encouraged t o  commit their resources such as time, funds 
and land t o  extension programmes; (5) to  facilitate a systematic 
evaluation of the programme by setting out specific process and 
expected product of the programme, which could later be determined; 
(6) t o  allow continuity of extension programmes from one extension 
officer t o  another in the same station; 171 to  argue for budgetary 
support of extension programmes by the sponsoring institutions; (8) to  
cc?rve as a guide to be followed by the various individuals and groups - 
Involved in the programme and (91 to  provide the knowledge of the 
appropriate time to  be involved in the programme to  the various 
relevant individuals and groups. 

The planning phase, according to Pesson (1 966) consists of (1 ) 
collection of facts; (2) analysis of the situation; (3) identification o 
problems; and (4) decisions on objectives. Facts about the farmers 
their families, farms and the community, in the social, psychological 
economic and technological dimensions are collected, analyzed an0 
interpreted to  identify the problems which require the attention of the 
extension institutions in assisting farmers to  provide solutions. The 
needs of the farmers which should be met in the process ofsproviding 
solutions are identified. It is on bases of the needs that decisions on' 
objectives are made. A greater number of object~ves than that which 
can be effectively achieved using the ava~lable human and material 
resources available are frequently constructed. The objectives therefore 
have to  be screened to separate the very Important and urgent 
objectives from those which are less Important and urgent. The more 
important and urgent set Uf Objectives are then included in the 
programme for attention. . 

The programme impl&nentation phase is that in whicl 
are taken to  assist farmers attain their programme objectivca a11J 

evaluate their accomplishments. The steps included are (1 ) devt 
o f  the plan of work; (2) execution of the plan of w 
determination of progress made. The plan of work states wnar 

objectives to  be attained, who should be in! where, when and 
how actions will take place. Thri calendar of the daily, weekly 
or monthly time-table for executing the plan In executing the 
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plan of work needed resources are assembled, training of  personnel, 
PUr ?tings, use of !nsion teaching 
me nt of community c ned local leaders 
anc upport at this and he planning, are 
ensurea. Necessary follow-up of extensfon teacnlng activities by  
extension agents is provided id assist in solving problems which may 
arise t o  inhibit effective programe execution. 

Evaluation of the extension programme is the third phase in the 
pie-diagram. Although this was regarded by Peqson as the last stage of  
programme implementation, it is considered important enough t o  
constitute a phase of its own in this framework. In evaluation, the 
accomplishments which result from programm lentation 
as the significance of each stage of the plan1 implemc 
phases of  extension programme are detern letermini 
acc ~t the 
sur on. Eval 
Pro ntcltion e 
the ~JI~IIIIIIIY 91 uesign stage is Iu r r~ ld i~ve ~ V ~ I U ~ L I U I I .  I II~: III~III 

significance of formative evaluation is t o  make necessary changes in 
the design of the programme prior t o  implementation. The major 
advantage of the implementation .evaluation is to detect needed 
modifications which may arise as a result of unanticipated changes 
which take place in the programme and other dynamic and related 
factors t o  the programme, which irrpinge upon the programme. 
Alt  at vario~ ~p and casual, is 
COT out the lgramme, t o  be 
ser 11 modific 3, and extension 
programme ought t o  be evaluated at these three.maj0r stages. The 
semisystematic depth involves morecarefully validated instrument for 
data collection, more carefully selected criteria, and more carefully 
considered judgement, than snap or casual evaluation. 

The reconsideration stage involves an overview of all steps of 
the programme planning and implementation process during which 
errors are detected which should serve as lessons in a future 
Pro loth the 
pla s. In its 
sirr ists and 
practitioners are sometimes faced with the ailemma of  where t o  stop 
the programming process. They then wonder whether t o  stop at the 
determination of objectrves and then itemise what is needed t o  attain 
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the objectives before proceeding with programme action Or not. An 
effective Programme for extension work should include systematic 
layout of the planning, implementation and phases of the' 
extension Programme well in advance of programme implementation. 

Another dilemma in Programming is that of which model to 
adopt among the existing possibilities such as the cyclic, pentagonal, 
helical, step-wise and triangular models. The cyclic model describes the 
programming process as being in form of a cycle in which each cycle 
starts with t l  step often collection of facts or analysis of the 
situation and ithreconsideration of the entire cycle (Figure 2). 
In the pentag del five steps are identified, namely, (1 ) situation 
and problem, (2) objectives and solution, (3) teaching plan of work, (4) 
evaluation and (5) reconsideration (Figure 3). The helical model 
describes the programming process as being in form of a helix in which 
each cycle does not start in exactly the same point because of chi 
in situations and problems (Figure 4). The triangular model con: 
programming as consisting of three steps, namely, (1  ) situatiol 
programme and (3) results (Figure 5). Programme determinu,,,,,, 
programme implementation and evaluation are the articulating steps. 
The step-wise model describes programming as consisting of series of 
steps in form of an elevator with each step leading to succeedingly 
higher steps (Figure 6 ) .  The steps include (1 1 collect facts, (2) an 
facts, (3) define problem, (4) propose solutions, (5) develop pl 
work, (6) implement programme, (7) evaluate success, (8) plan 
phase and (9) reconsider situation. Experience has shown 
effectiveness of a model is dependent on the situation and problc 
simple model could work with simple extension problems in c 
discernible situations. Complicated problems in complex s 
economic and ~sychological situations require appropriately cor 
models to be evolved in dealing with the situations. The mc 
however, frequently follow similar logical steps with varying degre 
complexity. . 
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FIGURE 2 : CYCLIC MODEL 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION PROGRAMME 
PLANNING IN NIGERIA 

To be effective in bringing about production of abundant 
the design and implementation of agricultural extension progran 
should follow some fundamental guidelines. Unfortunately, the Nigerian 
exter stems had largely or entirely ignored many of 1 
guidt 
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The services of volunteer local leaders are therefore required. The policy 
~f training and utilizing local le IS not been popularly accepted 
in the Nigerian extension systel npact of the use of the contact 
farmers by the Agricultural De n t  Projects in the overall state 
extension network is yet to  be ,,,,,,,,y known. 

Extension programme planning should be for short, intermediate 
and long periods. This is to  facilitate programme consistency from one 
period to  the next, allow development of insight into the prospects and 
probl :umulation of resources needed 
for in f activities and costs frequently 
adop often made for one year in this 
country. There are no intermediate or long-term plans fa ion. 

, To generate support and understanding of the 1 ne, it 
must be inter~reted to extensinn officials, officials of re1 lncies 
to  extension and the general public. As a document ot r r l c l j u r  gublic 
interest, the extension programme must be discussed over the radio. in 
the newspapers, at farmers' meetings and meetings of government 
officials. In Nigeria, such public interest is scarcely generated. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 
This speaker's studies have been based on three fundamental 

assur 
(a) adequatc 3d farm s for 

ction of 1 is avail; 
(b) I nat agricultural emenslon IS me lnstltution whicn IS primarily 

charged with the responsibility of transmitting such information 
to farmers. 

(c) That through research, this institution becomes fortified with 
the necessary facts to make it an effective instrument for 
facilitating the production of national food surplus. 
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The above assumption ~ v e  face;validity. It is a common 
knowledge among a! sionals that there is enough 
technical knowledge a of crops, poultry and livestock 
to boost food production if applied, the major problem is getting fa1 
to practise these. There is also an agreement that the exte 
institution. is primarily in charge of transmitting the knowledg'e, 
place of research in improving any field of human endeavour, incluulr~y 
extension as an academic discipline, poses no question to any 
organized mind. 
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In his research efforts, this speaker has been sensitive to (a) the 
need t o  promote scholarship through theory construction and 
generation of principles to organize and advance knowledge in the 
extension discipline; (b) identification of problems of extension and 
suggestion of solutions through research. Some attempts have been 
made in pursuing the first mission. Most of the attempts have been in 
pursuit of the second mission. 

In furthering theory building and generation of ~[rinciples, nearly 
all of the speaker's studies were based on theretical framehorks which 
expanded existing theories. Three of such attempts are mentioned here. 
First is the attempt at organizing agricultural extension and rural 
development participation into symbolic, effective and potential 
participation schemes. Symbolic participation consists of activities 
which were needed for agricultural extension and rural community 
development, but do not necessarily result in development unless the 
participants e the tasks implicit in them for development. This 
type of par I is represented by membership, committee 
membership i ership of voluntary associations, religious group ' 

mem contact with the various bodies in charge of agricultural bership, 
ision anc 
legitimal 
.:--A x-  

!ngage in 
ticipatior 
and offic 

emel I community development, development policy formulation 
and tion. The symbolic nature of these variables can be 
explal~~eu, ~ u r  example, by the fact that a community leader can 
maintain contact with extension and rural development officials to 
discuss his personal problems rather than community problems. 

Effective participation is represented by involvement in activities 
which directly relates to extension and community development. It is 
measured through variables like number of days of taking part in 
extension and rural development meetings, consultation with officials 
on community extension issues, contribution of resources such as 
funds and land to community exte~sion projects and organizing 1 materials and people and specializing in policy execution role. Potential 
participation is measured through inclination to contribute resources to 
programmes, and perception of roles which extension and rural 
development officials should play in programming (Jibowo, 1976). 

Another attempt was that of developing a role theory and 
typology of local leaders (Jibowo, 1979). The role functional scheme 
depicted community leaders as generalist and specialist role actors, 
who perform group maintenance and group productivity functions. It is 
therefore possible to have Group Maintenance and Group Productivity 
Generalists and Specialists in various combinations. 



A third attempt was that of organization of knowledge through 
categorisation, classification and expansion of extension teaching- 
learning problems. The problems are categorized into exogenous 
problems which arise from sources outside the extension teaching- 
learning situation, and endogenous problem$ which arise within the 
extension teaching-learning situation itself (Jibowo, 1985). The 
exogenous problems include institutional, service agency, community 
culture and external group affiliation problems. The endogenous 
oroblems include administrative, technical, extension agent and farmer 
~rob lems (Fig. 7). 

st itutional 

service Community 
A-,,,~ F: X 0 G E N 0 U S Cdlture 

FIGURE 7 : TYPOLOGY OF EXTENSION 
PROBLEMS 

11, .,,and research approach was that of uncovering solutions 
to  extension problems. In a study of agricultural extension in Kwara 
state the major problems-inhibiting the effectiveness of extension 
include inadequate loan facility, inadequate number of extensionagents, 
inadequate farm input such as seeds, inadequate number of vehicles for 
extension agents, illiteracy of farmers, and inadequate social amenities 
such as pipe-borne water, health centre and electricity supply. Other 
less important problems include lack of farmer involvement in planning 
errension programmes, improper planning and coordination of extension 
programmes (Jibowo, 1 984). 

Some of the publications were devoted to developing tne 
framework for proper planning of agricultural extension programmes. 
Therefore, a framework for guiding the planning of the extension 
programmes of the Agricultural Extension and Research Liaison Services 

(AERLS) was developed (Jibowo, 1978). AERLS establishments are the 
extension institutions of the ag'ricultural research institutes in the 
country. The framework consists of clarifying 

~ O P ~ Y ,  P .clientele system, identification of resources, I experient 
evaluation of the programmes of the AERLS. 
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Application of improved farm ;echrlu~u~les is essenual In 
producing abundant food. However, such technologies are not 
frequently available to Nigerian farmers through the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources. Jibowo (1 981) reported that 
majority (54.7%) of extension workers in Oyo, Ogun and Ondo States 
were. not happy with the supply of farm equipment to farmers, 28% 
were indifferent, 1.3% did not give the. feelings, only 16% were 
happy. The roles suggested for extension workers in 'rica to  f i  

a l  develc 
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application of science and ~ g y  to agricultur, 
include: (i) liaison betweer ch and the fie11 
agricultural technology transtcl, ,,I, dcquisition of skills In operating, 
assembling and repairing equipment and machines so as to demonstrate 
their use, detect faults quickly and monitor the use of the technologies; 
(iii) field-testing technologies, (iv) introducing farmer: to sources of 
solutions to  special technology problems, (v) organising training 
programmes for operators and maintensnce technicians, and (vi) 
organising farmers into viable cooperative groups so as to qualify for 
loans needed to purchase expensive farm machines and equipn 

Application of fertilizer is an important practice to impro 
nutrient status and improve crop yield. Jibowo and Adepetu ( 
found that farmers in Ogun (52%). some in Ondo 129%) and Oyo 
37.5%) States had not applied fertilizer. to their cropping farmlands. 
The major reasons given for not applyilly fertilizers include ignorance of 
existence of fertilizers, ignorance of application nrathod and lack of 
knowlege of  its requirement by their farms. The< 
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Commitment and motivation of extensiul~ wurners are needed 
t o  facilitate effective extension work and production of food surplus. 
This speakers' work (Jibowo, 1981 ) highlighted the symptoms of  
limited commitment including lateness to work, early closure from 

work, working only during o-- burs, high rate of absence and 
quits, loitering, taking long b~ d sleeping in the 'office. These 
arise from sources such as fr I with the organisation and the 
society, habit of laziness, lack ,, ,,,~dledge, skill and proper attitude 
required, job inexperience. unfulfilled expectations. madequate facilities, 





characteristics, particularly cheerfulnessand community spokesmanshir 
than rural leaders. Rural leaders exhibit higher degrees of consistent) 
;ha" urban leaders (Jibowo, 1980). 

ro conduct their meetings effectively, the leaders have to 
D' 

some group functions effectively. A study in group dynamics 

(JIDOWO, 1981 ) revealed that most of the group task roles which should 
pnhance extension group productivity were not petformed by group 
leaders and followers; for example, the roles of elaborator, evaluator. 
and energizer-critic. Some important group maintenance roles such as 
those of cumpmmiser, expediter, and standard setter were not played. 
The individual roles of aggressor and playboy were er rely played by 

3und bet 
educatio~ 
tnual crol 

members. 
Active participation in extension programmes by farmers is 

essential for programma effectiveness. Jibowo ( I  985) detel 
factors which are associated with participation in the Land De 
Scheme, an extension project in Kwara State. ;ignificant as 
were fc ween listening to agriucltural programmes or1 lautu, 

formal R. contact with extension agents, size of farm planted 

with ar ps, permanent crop cultivation, num ~ e r  of dependants 

assisting in tarm work. topography, flexibility, rationality, professional 
orientation toward farming, and participation in the extension scheme. 

Literacy is essential for the adult farmers to benefit from written 
instructions in extension, and also familiarize with some improved farm 
practices through functional content of literacy materials. Jibowo 
11 979) found that most of the adults who registered in Adult Literacy 
classes attended the classes regularly and participated actively in the 
classes. Active participation declined.from the age of 55. Membership 
of community organisations, income and cosmopoliteness of the 
subjects were also significantly and positively associated with 
~articipation. 

Agricultural extension encourages-the adoption of improved 
'arm practices by farmers. An understanding of factors which are 
lssociated with adoption of specific farm practices will assist extension 
workers in promoting their adoption by farmers. Jibowo (1980) 
identified family labour, income, access to credit facilities, ~rganis t i~nal  
participation, use of mass media, cosmopoliteness, knowlege of 
extension workers and farm size to be significantly associated with - ~ 

adoption of OS, rice variety. 
Rural Development and Extension programmes often have 

limited impact on the neighbouring communities to the programme. Less 

than one quarter (23.1%) were influenced by the isoya Rural 
Development Project IIRDP) Mibowo. Alao and Williams, 1978). In fact, 
when the cocoa management practices of which the cocoa 
development unit of the Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
was primarily in charge, which influenced 85% of the respondents was 
excluded, only 76% were influenced. Jibowo. Alao and Williams (1 9791 
found significant relationships between the impact of the lsoya Rural 
Development Project (IRDP) and community characteristics, including 
number of wives assisting in farm work, contact with the IRDP staff, 
attitude toward the IRDP, attitude toward introducing a similar project 
into their communities, knowledge of the villages included in the IRDP, 
knowledge of the IRDP actions and farm size. Impact increased with 
increasing positive magnitudes of these characteristics. 

The speaker carried out evaluation studies of some agricultural 
extension programmes and projects. The major reason was to come up 
with suggestions for improving such programmes. In the evaluation of 
the extension programmes in a pan of Kwara State IJibowo, 1983). it 
\ l d  that agricultural extension was generally ineffective in 
t 19 many of the improved agricultural practices to farmers. 
1 t t t  ac: I edsons were given for this: 

- -  . 

Nas four 
,ransferri~ 
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i) ur 
ii) in, 
iii) in, 

ners; 
I I iawareness of many of the practices by farr 

(i adequate credit facilities, and 
f i  adequate farm inputs such as improved seeds and aaro- 

chemicals. 

Agricultural show is an extension method employed tb btrale 

awareness by farmers of improved farm practices. In an evaluation of 
the effectiveness of the shows in Oyo and Ondo State, Jibovro (1 984) 
found that the shows were effective in terms of irnpaning knowledge 
in the maior subiect-matter areas of agriculture. Knowledge gained in 
Ct was applied on their farms Knowledge gained in 
at d forestry management pracnces was not frequently 
aF ng  these areas. 
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Land is an essential resource in agricultural oevelopment. The 
Land Use Act (19781 aimed at making land more available to 
agr ic~ l t~r is ts  and other users. Jibowo (1 984) found that respondents 
did not benefit from some of the provisions of the decree. Many of 
them did not apply for a certificate of occupancy on their existing lands, 

, or for allocation of fresh lands. 
The studies on evaluation included those of formal training 



institutions for prospective extension workers. The studies on dynamil 
of teaching agricultural science in secondary schools revealed coveral 
of introductory topics in 'crop production, livestock production ana 
agricultural engineering. They ignored agricultural extension, agricultural 
economics and rural sociology topics. The farm practicals concentrated 
on crop production. Laboratory practices and livestock production were 
negligible (Jibowo, 1978, Jibowo 1979). 

The evaluation study of the agricultural training programme 
University of lfe, now Obafemi Awolowo University supponed the 
introduction of the track system currently being run by the Faculty of 
Agriculture (Jibowo and Williams 1979). The recent studies by the 
speaker showed that extension-agent related factors such as number 
of years in service, extent of achieveme1 ~ject objectives, and 
satisfaction with extension work, facilitat s in extension work 

Innovation-related factors such as econc 
fitability, reasonable 

cost, cultural compatibility facilitate success. Community-related factors 
such as pattern of land inheritance, soil feftility. participation in farmers' 
union activities and access to government subsidy facilitate success of 
extension projects more ch other factors as history of conflict, 

hisotry of cooperation, : on, and (Jibowo and 
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storage 1 

ornoregbee, 1988;. 
The above reviews I I I I ~ I~  that the process U I  ~~ci l i ta t ing the 

production of national food surplus by the farmers, with the support of 
the andragogist is complicated. It requires continuous research, material 
input and educational fountain of su~oor t .  

CONCLUSION! 
The pttxr;ulvty dlsCiJSSlOns I I ~  
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conclusions: 
1. The history of i sion as : been 
subsumed under the f agricul nt in 
Nigeria. Although a well recogn~sed area UI k~~uwledge, the 
development of extension as an academic discipline, has not been 
strongly pursued as that of some other technical agricultural disciplines. 
In fact. some people are still ignorant of its role and uniaueness as a 

e. 
s esentia 
-..#.h in -  

.. . ~ ~ 

profession and as an academic disciplin 
2. Although continuous research i! l for the 

!merit 

of knowledge in technical agriculture, II,~.,,  proved i 
ion is 

available which if applied could lead to production of national food 
surplus. What is lacking is the adequate transmission to, and application 

advance 
informati 

of such information by farmers to  generate food surplus. However, 
extension is faced with many problems which had made it ineffective 

: i n  plbying the role of transmitting improved technical information in 
agriculture to farmers, and assisting them in applying the same. The 
most important problems include lack of access to  adequate financial 
assistance, inadequate number nf extension agents and inadequate 
supply of farm inputs. 

3. Many of the Nigerian agricultural extension institutions 
had largely or entirely ignored a number of the guidelines for the 
effective design and implementation of agricultural extension 
programmes. Some of these include ignoring adoption of educational 
objectives which are learner-oriented, planning at the Federal, State and 
local levels, production of extension blueprints at these levels, use of 
current data for planning, extensive use of local leaders, planning for 
short, intermediate and long periods, evaluation of extension process 
and accomplishments and generating public interest in extension 
programmes. 
4. Efforts of scholars in the extension discipline in Nigeria and 
indeed Africa have not been adequately directed towards their 

. construction and development of effective models for creation, 
expansion, explanation and organisation of knowledge in extension. 
Much of the efforts had been directed to providing practical solutions 
to  extension problems. 
5. The problems which inhibit effective teaching-learning in 
extension can be categorized .into endogenous and emgenous 
problems. The former include administrative, technical, extension agent 
and farmer problems. The exogenous problems include institutional, 
external group affiliation, community culture and service agency 
problems These problems require adequate and coordinated solutions. 
6. The policy of utilizing the resources of volunteer local leaders 
for extension work has not been adequately adopted in the Nigerian 
extension institutions. Their scrvices are essential to the development 
of an effective extension institution in Nigeria. Without this, the hope 
of producing national food surplus in the country might be a mirage. 
7. Some farmer-related factors, are significantly associated with 
participation in enension programmes and projects. These include use 
of mass media, formal education, size of cultivated farms, availability 
of labour, topography, flexiblity rationality and professional orientation 
toward farming. Some other factors which are significantly associated 
with adoption of specific improved farm practices include income, 



access to credit facilities and cosmopoliteness. 
8. The Land Use Act (1 978) has not been eff active in making land 

available t o  the generality of farmers. Many farmers had not applied for 
a certificate of occupancy on their existing lands or allocation of fresh 
lands. Although sound in intent. the Act has not appreciably made 

I 
I 

3. 

access to agricultural land easy for the generality of farmers. 
9. In facilitating motivation of field-level agricultural extension 

workers, staff -advancement is more important than responsibility. This 
is a modification of the Henberg's ,theow of motivation which was 
constructed from studies carried out in North Ameica and Europe, 
where the socio-psychological development of workers has led to  
anaching a greater importance to  autonomy and responsibility than in 

4. 

devebping continenrs like Africa. 
lo. The existing national and state policies on agr~culture have not 

given a prominent place to extension. They have regarded it as a 
supporting service (MAMSER, 1989). This is erroneous and misleading. 

5. 

Unless extension is put in the forefront at this stage of our agricultural 
develoment, our national food crisis is likely to  continue. Community- 
related factors such as soil fertility extension agent related factors such 
as extet of achievement of objectives, and innovation-related factors 
such as profitability, influence success in use of improved farm 

6. 

practices. For example, success .is facilitated in communities with 
predominantly fertile soil than in those with little soil fenility. This 
research orientation improves on adoption research tradition whch  had 
often examined adopter variables. 
11. Quite a good number of the personnel who are in 

implementation positions on extension are not trained in extensic 
They are therefore not very sensitive to  the problems and needs 

/lMENDA 
The fol 

not 

profession. 
2. Researchers in agricultural extension should pay increased 

attention to theory construction and development of sound 

9. 

principles which will guide scholars and practitioners in 

RECOR ,TlONS a 

llowing recommendatians are based upon, but I 

oecessarily limited t o  the preceding discussions and conclusions. 
1. The Nigerian Association for Agricultural Extension Should be 

inaugurated with the major aims of promoting the development 
of agricultural extension as an academic discipline and as a 

I agricultural extension. Such theories and principles should be 
1 accorded their due recognition as those developed by scholars 
1 from more developed nations. 

8. 

TO minimize misuse, maximize repayment, ease access of 
farmers to credit, and ensure that the right type of farmers 
benefit from farm loans, the government, private concerns and 
farmers themselves should contribute funds to a Farm Credit 
Union, to provide money for lending to farmers. The custody, 
disbursement and retrieval of the loans should also be 
controlled by representatives of all the contributors. 
TO minimize the effect of the problem of shortage of 
manpower, the government should declare the training and 
utilization of local leaders in extension, a national policy which 
must be adopted by all extension institutions in the country. 
A genuine desire should be demonstrated by the government to  
change the current state of national food crisis to that of 
national food surplus. This can be done through deliberate 
allocation of funds to plan and implement the programme which 
will bring it about. 
Systematic planning of agricultural c I 

I programmes, I which will result in production of exte 
ueprints at the I local, state and national levels should bt,wl.~e . national policy. I 

I The planning and implementation of such programmes should 

I follow consistent philosophy, principles, policies and procedures 
at all levels throughout the nation. 
The nation should look largely inward in the supply of its farm 
inputs like improved seeds, agrochemicals and means of 
improving soil fertility. Production and use of organic fertilizers 
should therefore be intensified. Use of improved farming system 
will reduce reliance on inorganic fertilizers. 
Each rural town and village should form cooperative societies 
to  which it should be mandatory that all active farmers belong. 
It should also be mandatory that each cooperative society 
cultivates a minimum of a given number of hectares of land, 
and possibly produce a given number of poultry or livestock 
annually. The government should be prepared to give the 
needed s u ~ ~ o r t .  . . 
The .government should declare a total War Against Hunger I 
IWAH). This war could only be won within a decade if I 

I extension occupies the forefront in the battlefield. The nation 
I 
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5 most dc 
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appears to  be winning the War Against Indiscipline, at  least in 
the environmental sanitation sector. But the nation appears t o  
be rapidly losing thc jvastating war, that is War Against 
Hunger (WAH). E should therefore be declared a 
national assignme public and private institutions. 

!ligious, educational, economic and medical, should be 
!guired t o  establish agricultural production and extension 
rogrammes. National, State and Local Committees on 

Extension should be established wi th the objectives of advising. 
rnnfributing to  programme planning, follow-UP CO-ordinating --. .- . - 
and evaluation in  extension. 

10. Extension clinics should be established within walking distance3 
to  the farmers' villages, tc 'armers could always go to  
report their farming proble obtain information on farm 

which 1 
!ms and 

improvement. 
I= 
L 

incentive 
F 

xtension 
S to  wor 
armers 

workers should be given the necessary 
k effectively in the clinics. 
should be trained to  utilize the services 

rendered through the clinics. 
1 Importan1 decision-making and decision implementation Centres 

on extension should be occupied by  people who are well trained 
in extension. Extension requires special skills in andragogical 
planning, ~ommunication, leadership development, group 
dynamics, attitude change, evaluation, extension methods and 
other dimensions, t o  which only the extension specialists are 

lor Sir, 1 
that er 

substantially exposed. 
Finally, the Vice-Chancel :here is a general agreement 

among agriculturists bough improved technical 
information is available in  tne country. What is largely lackina 
is an effective mechanism for teaching the masses of farw 
such information, and assisting them in practical applicatiol 
the same. It is when the citizens of a country are well fed 1 

they can be loyal t o  the nation and respond positively to  mass 
mobilization schemes aimed at  advancing development in the 
other sectors. It is only through the andragogist serving as the 
engine which will pull the train of specialists needed to  boost 
food production, that the dream of attaining national food 
surplus, can be realized early, It is therefore recommended that 
a virile Department of Agricultural Extension be estbalished at 
the Federal level, with i ts state and Local counterparts, to be 

- 
lers 
1 of 
that 

charged with the .responsibility for agricultural extension, 
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